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Abstract 

As VR becomes a popular consumer product, more and more VR contents come out. 

From recent investment, lots of users love VR devices without wires, like AIO 

devices or Mobile devices. For these devices, it is not charging during 

playing so developers need to take special care of application power. 

Introduction  

Most of developers understand performance is especially important to guarantee 

a good VR experience. In fact, for AIO/Mobile VR experience, power efficiency 

is even more important than performance. An application may be rejected to be 

pre-installed if it couldn’t pass power criteria test.  

Tools introduction  

Power Test tools: 

Software test tools: 

The Intel® Mobile Platform Monitor (Intel® MPM) provides an extensible framework for 

collecting, logging and viewing data on Android phones and tablets in the field. It also monitors 

CPU, hardware and software system sleep states, frequency, foreground app, battery activity, 

network activity, platform thermals and system broadcast messages such as Android intents. 

Hardware test tools: 

The Power Monitor provides a robust power measurement solution for mobile devices. 

Developers can utilize the Power Monitor to optimize the design and analyze the performance 

of their applications. The Power Monitor can measure data on three channels: Main, USB, and 

Auxiliary. 

 

Application analyze tools: 

We mainly use below two tools to analyze a VR application power： 
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Intel® GPA (Intel® Graphic Performance Analyzer) provide a solution for graphics analysis 

and optimization that can help you improve the performance/power of games and other 

graphics-intensive applications developed for Windows* OS or Android*. These tools offer a 

common and integrated user interface for collecting performance data, so you can quickly see 

performance opportunities in your application, save time and effort and get your product to 

market faster. It has 4 major tools including Graphics Monitor, System Analyzer, Graphics 

Frame Analyzer and Platform Analyzer. 

Intel® VTune™ Amplifier for Systems brings the most important, core capability of 

determining the hotspot in the C/C++ portion of your application to most Android* devices on 

Intel® processors (including rooted, not-rooted devices and with or without version compatible 

device drivers). Intel® VTune™ Amplifier helps to find CPU and GPU based hotspots, spin time 

and JITed assembly which are very useful in debugging media, photography or social based 

applications.   

Get baseline： 

We need to get a baseline before optimization. 

Before optimization, we get data as below: 

Application power criteria test GPU usage CPU usage 

Failed 100% 40%-50% 

 

Analyze： 

According to the data above we can see that it is clearly GPU bound that caused power criteria 

test failed. 

For GPU bound application, we choose GPA to do further analyze. We could capture a frame 

from GPA Frame Analyzer and see what happened to these draw calls. Please see picture 1 

below: We find that 4 draw Calls consumers most of GPU calculation power. That is Draw call 

27, 167, 310 and 324. We need to focus on what’s going with these draw Calls. 
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Picture 1: 4 draw call consumes most of GPU time 

Draw Call 27 and 167 are doing the same thing for left view and right view. Let’s go into details 

of draw call 27. See picture 2 below, It is drawing skybox and used about 1000 vertex to do it. 

 

Picture 2: used 1000 vertex to draw skybox 

Then, we go to investigate the texture, we can refer to the picture 3 below: we see a big texture 

and its size isn’t 2^n. 
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Picture 3: use unformal texture sizes 

It is should be modified to fit 2^n and GPU can do it easier. 

Also, let’s see what happened on draw call 310 and 324. Please refer to picture 4 below: 

 

Picture 4: too complex shaders 

We can see that it is doing distortion and used very complex shaders. 

It should be made simpler and GPU can do it easier. 
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Optimization： 

After optimization, we can see picture 5 below: 

 

Piture 5 After optimization 

Previous hotspot isn’t so heavy now. 

Pixel shaders is also very simple without any logical caluculation now. See picture 6 below: 

 

Picture 6 Use simple shaders now 

The power test result is now as below: 

Application power criteria test GPU usage CPU usage 

Passed 60% 40%-50% 
 

Summary 
VR power is key to VR experience, sometimes even more important than performance. Optimizations to 

VR applications could largely improve power effeciencies. Also, Intel® provide lots of simple tools that is 

very useful for power analyze and thus improve your applications VR experience. 
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